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Workshop Agenda

❏ Authentic resources - What, Why, How

❏ Experience sample authentic resources 



Authentic Resources - What 

Authentic texts are defined as “written by members of a language and 

culture group for members of the same language and culture group”. 

(Galloway, 1998, p. 133, as cited in Glisan).

https://www.actfl.org/guiding-principles/use-authentic-texts-language-learning

https://www.actfl.org/guiding-principles/use-authentic-texts-language-learning


Text/Audio/Video
Interpretive Mode:  Reading/Listening/Viewing



Authentic Resources - Why

● Provide real-life examples of language used in everyday situations

● Add more interest for the learner

● Serve as a reminder to learners that there is an entire population who use 

the target language in their everyday lives

● Provide information about the target culture and provide that culture’s 

perspective on an issue or event

● Provides a source of input language learners need for acquisition

https://www.actfl.org/guiding-principles/use-authentic-texts-language-learning

https://www.actfl.org/guiding-principles/use-authentic-texts-language-learning


The interpretive mode is receptive communication and the learner must 
negotiate meaning with the document itself. Since the reader, viewer, or 
listener is using both content and context to interpret and comprehend 
what they are reading, viewing, or listening to, learners benefit from 
making meaning from authentic cultural texts of various kinds with 
appropriate scaffolding and follow-up tasks that promote accurate 
interpretation.

Authentic Resources - How

https://www.actfl.org/guiding-principles/use-authentic-texts-language-learning

Scaffolding refers to the support provided for learners to promote 
acquisition of skills and concepts.  

Follow-up tasks include activities that provide learners with the 
opportunity to apply or practice the new skill or concept.  

https://www.actfl.org/guiding-principles/use-authentic-texts-language-learning




(Implementing Integrated Performance Assessment, Bonnie Adair-Hauck and Eileen W. Glisan, 2013)





Workshop Agenda

❏ Authentic Resources - What, Why, How

❏ Experience sample authentic resources 



Sample 1: Wellness - Interpretive Reading

http://www.sohu.com/a/218342010_321626

http://www.sohu.com/a/218342010_321626


Key Word Recognition: Find in the image the words/phrases in the target language that 
best express the meaning of each of the following English words/phrases.

cold    fever        temperature         ask for leave

Guessing meaning from Context: Based on the image, write what the following 
words/phrases probably mean in English.

就诊                    症状                  联系电话       

Comparing Cultural Perspectives: 

What did you learn about the target culture from this image? 

Personal Reaction to the Text: 

Using specific information from the image, describe in target language your personal 
reaction to the image. Be sure to provide reasons that support your reaction.



Interpretive Viewing

小医师门诊档案

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjtmbu-DiO4&t=135


Interpretive Viewing

岳云鹏《看病》

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlpwtXVzUIk&t=180


https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/healthy-eating-plate/translations/chinese_simplified/

Sample 2: Health and Nutrition - Interpretive Reading

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/healthy-eating-plate/translations/chinese_simplified/


Key Word Recognition: Find in the image the words/phrases in the target language that 
best express the meaning of each of the following English words/phrases.

vegetables     whole grains    fruits        healthy protein

Main Idea: Use information from the image, provide the main idea of the image in 
English.

Guessing meaning from Context: Based on the image, write what the following 
words/phrases probably mean in English.

越多越好       加少量或不加糖 限制   避免

Personal Reaction to the Text: Using specific information from the text, describe in 
target language your personal reaction to the image. Be sure to provide reasons that 
support your reaction.



Interpretive Viewing

健身吃什么

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtOa4wcYI1A&t=23


Interpretive Viewing

一日三餐

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYGkJn-TTnA


Sample 3: Dining Out - Interpretive Reading

http://www.dianping.com/beijing

http://www.dianping.com/beijing


Key Word Recognition: Find in the image the words/phrases in the target language that 
best express the meaning of each of the following English words/phrases.

restaurant    afternoon tea        buffet       seafood

Guessing meaning from Context: Based on the image, write what the following 
words/phrases probably mean in English.

代金券       双人套餐 味道很好   环境很棒

Comparing Cultural Perspectives: 

What are the cultural similarities and differences between da zhong dian ping and yelp? 

Personal Reaction to the Text: 

Using specific information from the image, describe in target language your personal 
reaction to the image. Be sure to provide reasons that support your reaction.



Interpretive Viewing

“今天吃什么”APP介绍

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9Y2zO47XOU


《爸爸去哪儿3》: 宝贝陷入吃饭问题症

Interpretive Viewing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rk5wO6K4bag&t=1


qinl@newton.k12.ma.us


